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HALF YEARLY EXAMINATION-2018-19 
CLASS-XI 

SUBJECT-INFORMATICS PRACTICES (065) 

Time – 3 Hrs.                                             Marks:- 70 

Set -  B 

Instruction: i) All questions are compulsory. 

                         ii) Answer the questions after carefully reading text. 

Q.N. Question M 

1. (a)  Name of any two memory card. 1

 (b)  What is the output of the following statement:-                  

   print (' Hello ! Welcome ') 1 

 (c)  What is the main function of Memory? 2 

 (d) Name of Developer Software. 2 

2. (a) One Megabyte is equivalent to …………………………..Kilo Byte 1 

 (b) What will be the output of following code:- 

  a, b = 2,6 

  a, b= b,a+2 

  print (a,b) 1 

 (c) What will be the correct output of the following code:- 

  #This is a Sample Program 

  # to output simple statements 

  #print (“Such as”) 

  print(“Take every chance”) 

  Print(“Drop Every fear.”) 

 

 (i) This is a Sample Program Take every chance Drop every fear.  

 (ii)  Such as Take every chance Drop every fear.                 

 (iii)   Take every chance Drop every fear.  

    

2. (d) Write down the name of mutable and immutable data type in Python. 2 

3. (a) What will be return by Python as result of following statements:- 

  (i)      >>>type (0)                                 (ii)     type(3/2) 1 

 (b) Which data types of Python handle Number? 1 

 (c) Predict the output of following statement:- 

  (i)      >>>Range(10) 

  (ii)    Range(10,1,-2) 2 

 (d) Write following arithmetic expressions using operators in Python: 4 

  (i)       c =
���

��
                                           (ii)    x = a3  + b3 + c3 

        (iii)    � = �	(	 + ℎ)�	                              (iv)   � =
��±√������

��
 

4. (a) Write the output of the following statement:- 1 

  (i)      87//5 

  (ii)     5**31 
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 (b) Predict the output of following stamen in Python shall:- 1 

  >>> 7*8/5//2       5.0 1 

 (c) What is the output:- 

 (i)  >>> “tea” + “Pot”(ii) >>> '25' + “0”2(d)Write a program to input values for Principle, rate 

  and Time and calculate Simple interest. 4 

5. (a) Predict output, If a=10 and b=10 than 1 

  >>>a is b 

 (b) Predict the output of the following:- 

  adict = { ‘Bhavna’ : 1, “Richard”:2, “Firoza”:10, “Arshnoor”:20 } 

  temp = 0 

  for value in aDict.values( ): 

  temp = temp + value  

  print(temp) 

 (c) What is the output of following code :- 4 
  If (4+5 == 10) : 
  print(“TRUE”) else: 
  print(“FALSE”) 
  print(“TRUE”) 
 (d) Write a Program to print reverse of the given number i.e. if user input the number 
  456 than the output show 654. 
6. (a) Python’s interactive interpreter is called…………………………….. 
 (b) What is the significance of Modules? 
 (c) Draw a flow chart for finding greatest number between three given number. 
 (d) Predict the output of following statements:- 
  >>> word = “amazing” 
  >>> print(word[3:],word[:3])  
  >>> print(word[:-7] ,word[-7:]) 
   >>> print(word[::-2]) 
  >>> print(word[::-1]) 
7. (a) What is the meaning of Cross Platform Language? 1 
` (b) Predict the output of the following statements: 2 
  If  t1= [‘a’,’e’,’i’,’o’,’u’] than 
  >>>print(t1.pop(0)) 
  >>>t1.clear() 
  >>>print(t1) 
 (c) Write a Program to create a dictionary containing name of subject as Keys and  
  marks obtain by the student as values. 4 
 (d) Write a Module to take an argument as an integer number and return its factorial 
  value 4 
8. (a) What is the Pandas? 1 
 (b) Name of data structures of Python’s Pandas library? 2 
 (c) Write a Python program to find the maximum and minimum value of given list. 4 
 (d) Write down the difference between NumPy Arrays and Python Lists 4 


